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Board to act on dorm fee hikes
7

by Barb Bridwell
The State Board of Education
will meet this coming Thursday
and Friday, Febuary 3 and 4, at
Boise State.
Included in the Boise State
agenda is a request from BSU to
raise rates for dormitory and
married student housing. For
example, a double room at the
Towers, Chaffee, Morrison. and
Driscoll Halls, with a 7-day, 20
meal plan, would cost' $1,285 if
the increase is approved. A
board plan of 5-days, 10 meals a

week for a double room at the
dorms would cost $1,220.
Rates at University Courts
and University Heights and
Manor would also be raised. For
a small. one bedroom apartment
at University Courts, the cost
would be $87 per-month. A one
bedroom at University Heights
would cost $133 per' month;
The hike is due to increased
operating
overhead,
utilities
and food costs, according to
BSU. The increase will maintain

acceptable levels of service and
accommodations available to
resident students.
ARA food services is also
asking for a ten per cent
increase in snack bar prices for
1977-78. This is the first price
increase for the snack bar since
1975.
BSU will also present its final
plans and specifications for the
Phase II portion of the ScienceEducation
Building to the
board. The project is basically
unchanged since the prelim-

inary plans were approved by
the board several months ago,
however, BSU would like to let
Phase II \ be bid as soon as
possible to know whether
additional funds will be required.
Boise State is also requesting
authority to appoint an architectural consultant to study the
feasibility of a new on-campus
apartment complex to be located
adjacent to the Towers. Originally three facilities such as the
Towers were to be located on

Companies announce interview dates
A number of companies have
announced interview dates for
interested job applicants. The
Simmons Sielaff & Parkinson
Company will be interviewing
people on February 9 for a
Junior Staff Accountant position.
They would like the
applicant's
major to be in
accounting.
The probable
location for this job is Boise.
On February 10, Union Pacific
will be conducting interviews for
the position of Corporate Audi-

tor. An accounting major with
at least a 3.0 GPA is desired and
the probable location is Omaha,
Nebraska.
TheCarnation Company will be
conducting interviews on February 16, for the position of a
Production Management Trainee with the probable location in
either Nampa, Idaho, Othello,
Washington or Moses Lake,
Washington. They would prefer
a major in Business Management with a knowledge of

Food/Dairy Science. They will
accept only those applicants
who are on the Bachelors degree
level.
An Associate Programmer
position is open with the
McDonnel Douglas Automation
Company with the probable
location in Long Beach, California or Huntington Beach,
California. The interview date
is February 21 and several
majors are acceptable: Computer Science; Business Administration/Computer
Science or

Data Processing; Math/~omputer Science and Operations
Research/Computer Science.
The U.S. Navy Officer
Program will be conducting
interviews on February 22 and
25.
A major in Science,
Business, Math or engineering
is preferred and the probable
location is worldwide.
Pilots,
Naval Flight Officers, Line
Officers, Businessmen dealing
with supplies
and nuclear
engineers are nee-ted.

the site, but planners feel there.
is space available for such an
apartment complex.
According to the school, the
facility is needed to meet
increased student demands for
housing and the demand for
storied efficiency units, for both
single and married students.
If the board approves the
request, BSU will report back on
the feasibility of such a plan and
would possibly seek permission
to appoint an architect to
develop preliminary plans.
The State Board will also be
asked to rule on yet another
residency
re-classification.
Michael G. McBride is asking
the board to classify him as a
resident student.
McBride, in a letter to the
board, stated "I think it is unfair
to discriminate between one
citizen who chooses to travel
and accept employment outside
of Idaho and one who doesn't.
Idaho is my domicile of choice, I
have been registered to vote in
Idaho since November of 1974
and I have voted here. I have
paid Idaho State Income Taxes
as a resident in 1974 and 1975
and will do so for 1976."
Boise State is also asking for a
$536 per year raise for head
football coach Jim Criner. He
would receive an annual salary
of $24,736, up from $24,200.
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Bomb threat evacuates
campus buildings
On Friday, January 28, at
about 12:30 pm, a bomb threat
was phoned into Boise State
University. The caller said that
there was a bomb located within
the Student Union, as well as
one in the Administration building. Both buildings were evac-

uated and searched.
When
there were no bombs found, authorities allowed students and
BSU personnel to reoccupy the
buildings.
Boise city police have stated
that they have no suspects in
this case.

KBSU expands
operating hours
KBSU has expanded their
operating hours on weekends,
according to Rich. Landucci,
program director. The station
will now broadcast from noon to
1:00 a.rn. on Saturdays and
Sundays. On Sunday, classical
music will be broadcast from
noon till 6:00 p.m, Broadcast
hours on weekdays will be
lengthened
as soon as the
announcing staff is expanded.
The station's
new stereo
equipment has arrived, General
Manager Gary McCabe said.
The new. equipment will be in
use in approximately two weeks,
although KBSU won't broadcast
in stereo for a month. The
reason for this, according to
McCabe, is that the FCC must

approve the location for the new
. antenna, which will be on Table
Rock.
"There is space and phone
lines available on Table Rock,
there is no hassle, but it does
take a long time to get the FCC
to OK it" he said.
Another new feature KBSU
.will present is radio theater in
cooperation with the Theatre
Arts department. Begining Feb.
6, and running through May 8,
the TA department will present
radio drama, from 9 til 10 PM on
Sundays. A partial. list of
productions include, Feb ~13,
Flash Gordon, Feb 25, Radio
Star, March 27, Hamlet part 1,
April 3, Hamlet, part 2, and
May 8, War of the Worlds.
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St. Luke's expands
outpatient department
St. Luke's Hospital has
expanded its outpatient department in its new addition by
providing outpatient
department physician coverage during
selected hours of the day. This
service has been provided to
meet a community need for
those people having "Urgent"
but "non-life threatening" medical problems that require
attention when physician's offices are closed.
The outpatient department -is
open 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week and is staffed by skilled
nurses. A physician is on duty
in the outpatient department
during the following hours:
Monday through Friday - 4:00
p.m. to 12:00 midnight and on
Saturday and Sunday - 9:00 a.m,
to 12:00 midnight ..
Patients using the outpatient
department for "urgent"
but
"non-life threatening"
situations may receive treatment. by
their private physician or the
. outpatient physician if they do
not have a private physician or if.
, their physician is unavailable.
However, if patients do have a
family or private physician, they
should call him and follow his

instructions before coming) to
the hospital.
A charge will be made for
outpatient
services;
if the
patient is seen by an outpatient
department physician, his charges will be incorporated in the
hospital bill.

The goal of St. Luke's Hospital
is to treat many of the' 'urgent"
but "Non-life threatening" problems particularly during evening and weekend hours, and to
avoid delay in the treatment of
these
problems
when the
community emergency facility is
busy with critical injuries.
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campus news
Tri-Delta

Sorority to offer

annual scholarship
Applications from full-time
undergraduate women students
at Boise State University are
now being accepted for the
annual Delta Delta Delta Service
Projects Scholarship.
The BSU Beta Eta Chapter will
grant one award of $150
including contributions to a
student well-qualified in aca-

demic performance, contributions to campus life, potential
service to chosen field and
having financial aid.

In addition, the winner of the
local chapter award is automatically eligible for one of the
national scholarship awards of
$1,000 each.

Applications are available at
the Tri Delta Sorority House,.
Financial Aides office, and Dean
of Women.

Ceramics
workshop

to be held
A ceramics workshop will be
held on February first, through
the second in Room 150 in the
Liberal Arts Building. Teaching
the workshop will be Daniel
Rhodes, a nationally known
artist and potter.
He is the
author of "Stoneware
and
Porcelain", "Clay and Glazes",
"Kilns", and "Pottery Form."
Mr. Rhodes will demonstrate
various techniques in pottery
and he may give a slide lecture.
The workshop will be open to
the public.

THE

Tau Kappa EpsUon Fraternity, In conjunction wlth the Boise chapter of the Amerlcan Red Cross, will
hold a blood drawing Thursday, February 3, on the campus of BoIse State University. The drawing will
be held in the Ada Lounge of the Boise State Student Union BuDding, from 10:00 am to 3:00 pm, We
would like to encourage aU students of the university and residents of the community to participate.
Pictured above is last year's blood drawing in the SUB BaRroom, which netted 173 pints for the Red
Cross.

Return completed applications
by March Ist,

New HEW secretary outlines policy
from - U.S.
Hotline

Educational

News

Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, Joseph A.

.- - ....

QUESTIONS COLLEGE STUDENTS
cce

ASK THE MOST

has been working on hundreds of
campuses for 25 years. We've assembled
answers to 10 of the questions most commonly.
asked by students when confronted with the
claims of Christ.
!'he answer to on~ of the 10 questions today is
bnef.
If you' desire to know more, a CCC ~.
member would be happy to meet with you 4
(336-1951)or come to our meetings every Thurs.
nite 7:00 Senate Chambers.
j

HOW CAN CHRISTIANS SAY THAT JESUS IS THE ONLY
WAY TO GOD? Jesus Himself claimed to be God and others
recognized Him as deity. He said, 'I and the Father are one.' The
Greek language is explicit. Literally, Jesus said, 'I and the Father
.' we are one.' Jesus also claimed that He was the only way to
God: 'I am the way, and the truth, and the life; no one comes to
the Father, but through Me.'
The question is, can we accept what Jesus claimed? The most
conclusive evidence establishing the deity
Christ is the
resurrection. The apostle Paul wrote that Jesus'was declared
with power to be the Son of God by the resurrection fr~m the
dead.' If the resurrection of Christ is true, then it is possible to
The primary reason that Jesus is the only way to God is that He
forgives sin and offers eternal life, something which the founder
of no other religion has claimed to do. Every person is seperated
from God by sin. Either man must pay the penalty for
sin-death-or he must find someone who is willing and able-who
has no sin-to pay it for him. Jesus Christ was able to do this, and
was willing, as demonstrated by His death on the cross.

of

Califano, Jr., held his first press
conference yesterday since being sworn into his new post. No
prepared statement was made
on education. However, during
the question and answer period,
he was asked whether the
Carter administration
would
propose any sweeping changes
to the education portion of the
budget submitted by the previous' administration just three
days before the inauguration.
Indicating that he had already
attended some budget meetings
and others' were scheduled this
week, the Secretary indicated
that many areas of the education
budget would be looked at.
He particualrly cited two
which he believes are in need of
additional consideration.
One
area was in the funding of
education for the disadvantaged
known as Title I of the
Elementary and Secondary Ed-

ucation Act, and the other was
in the area of relief to middle
income families who were
sending their children to college.
Funds for the disadvantaged
for the current fiscal year
totalled $2,050,000,000,and for
the next year funds will increase
to $2,285,000,000.
Secretary
Califano said that even that
figure may have to be increased.
He further stated, "I think we
need additional resources in
many of these areas. I'm not
the final arbiter of how fast we
get those resources or the extent
to which we get them. In the
education area I think those
resources are needed.
Under
Title I particularly, because that
seems to be, at least at this
point in time, the most effective
focus of funds to disadvantaged
children."

Secretary Califano expressed
concern for the plight of middle
income Americans who have
children
in college.
. He
commented: "I think we must
look at the question of how we
provide relief so that middle
class Americans do not have to
go bankrupt when they want to
send their sons and daughters to
college."
Most of the student financial
aid programs supported by the
Office of Education are targeted
to needy students. Of the five
student aid programs supported
by . the Office, the primary
vehicle for the middle income
student
is the guaranteed
student loan program. To date,
students from all income levels
have borrowed more than 10
billion dollars through .this
program from private lenders
with government guarantees.

Pi Sigma Epsilon
S~udy'in Blues Gett'in You Down?
Need a Way to Express Yourself?
GET IT ON! RING YOUR GONG!

r'iI.
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Join Pi Sigma Epsilon
"Newcomers Meeting"

LAST WEEK TO JOIN
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Tenants' unions work for rent laws
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by ClIfford A. Welch
(CPS)--"Hey
man, how ya
doin? ... Have you found a place
"to live yetr, ..Neither have I.
Brother, is off-campus housing
ever a bitch I"
Any student, Anywhere, USA..
Most of us have been through
it. Notoriously, university and
college towns across the nation
boast some of the highest rents
and lowest vacancy rates.
Finding a place to live is the first
lesson of many college careers.
Ploys have been' tried at
various campuses over the years
to strengthen
the students'
position in the off-campus
housing war, this year, though,
there seems to be an influx of
student
organizing
in this
regard.
Initially, tenants' unions are
formed so that, should a
landlord commit an injustice to a
tenant, like suddenly raising the
rent or leaving the building a
shambles, all the members of
·the union would rally together
to defend the wronged tenant
legally and/or spiritually.
As landlord-tenant conflicts
have become more frequent and
complicated, TU's have searched for ways to establish laws
setting down codes of ethics for
landlord-tenant relations. The
most common move is an
attempt to get a local rent
control system, setting a ceiling
on landlord profits,

At the University of California,
Berkely campus, students and
concerned
townspeople
are
making a second bid at creating
a local rent control ordinance.
Their first try was successful-vat
first. A referendum. was placed
on the city ballot in 1972, passed
and adopted into law. Unfortunately, for the
tenants
of
Berkeley, the law was later
challenged by real estate and
landlord representatives
who
brought it to the attention of the
California
Supreme
Court,
which struck down the ordinance because the original
referendum was unconstitutionally 'prepared, the court said.
This time around, the Berkeley
Housing Coalition and the
tenants' union in Berkeley hope
not to make the same mistakes.
They'd hurry because, as Mary
Saal of the UC Student Lobby
explained, there is a "Rent
Control Bill" ready to hit the
State legislature which takes the
power over the creation of local
rent control out of a city or
community's hands and places
jurisdiction in.the State Assembly and Senate. This is a bill
sponsored by real estate concerns, Saal said, which would
severly hang-up legislation de-signed to enhance tenant life
because each case would have to
be decided on by the entire
legislature.,
\
Where there is a hassle

students
study soap operas

Monmouth
,

(CPS)--Students at Monmouth
College, N.J., will have a
chance to explore reasons why
30 to 40 million people a day are
glued to their television sets
watching soap operas.

o

The college has decided to
offer a course exploring the
psychology of soaps in an
attempt to help the students
corne to grips with why people
become addicted to watching
Mary Harman's marital difficulties and cringing at the pain
and problems in "As the World
Turns."
The instructors of the course
are Monmouth professor Kenneth Haun and his wife, Julie.

"People watch' because they do
not want to get involved in real
life situations,"
Mrs. Haun
said. "It's really an escape: Mr.
and Mrs. Haun began watching
soap operas after their sixth
child was born.
"We would sit down to feed
the baby, tum on the television
set and discover ourselves
involved in the soaps," she
said. Her husband concluded
that since 30 to 40 million people
a day are glued to their tubes
watching the soaps "there was
something of interest to a
psychologist here." He took his
idea to the school and after a bit
of apprehension,
the school
agreed to offer the course.

concerning the upkeep of a
building or a rent hike, 'an
independent, usually elected by
the community, board of rent
control reviewers would decide
on the matter.
In Amherst, Mass., at the
University of Massachusetts
which has an enrollment of
25,000 compared to Amherst's
30,000, community groups and
students are regrouping for a
third try at imposing local rent
controls, after a referendum's
narrow defeat last November.
A spokeswoman for the
Amherst Tenants Association,
explained that their referendum
would have rolled rent prices
backto June, 1976 rates. This
process would have taken two
months. During that period
landlords would be responsible
for registering with the rent
control board comprised of five
elected members from the
community, as established in
the referendum. The landlords
would have to give their cost
figures so the board would·
review them and come to a
conclusion on what a fair rent
charge would be. The landlord's
cost figure should .take into
account all expenses made to
get the building up to local
housing standards, the spokeswoman said, and the landlord
. would have to prove that the'
building met those standards.
The basic arguments against
rent control center around the
fact that under a rent control
ordinance, the landlord's profit
share is limited. The argument
goes well with state legislators,
who invariably have some
jurisdiction
over community
ordinances, in these inflationary
times when all forms of business
must be encouraged.
Opponents argue that money
would have to be appropriated
from some source, more than
likely property taxes, to support
the rent control board. That
would hurt landlords.
The
"con"
argument
continues:
Rent control deters outside
investment since investors could

i
I

see that .there was a ceiling on
the amount of rent they could
charge.
Property values would also '
. decrease, opponents say, because landlords would not be
encouraged to make improvements since profits are regulated.
But most of these arguments
just don't hold water, as a UC
student lobbyist explained. ~iting various studies done in rent
control boroughs in such places
as New Jersey, New York, Florida and Massachusetts,
Saal
said: --there is more housing
construction, hence more investments, in rent control areas
than in non-rent control areas;
--dwelling abandonment
in
rent control areas is less
frequent;
--bankers did not give as a
reason for holding up home
loans local rent control regulations.
There is also rent control
activity at the University of
Colorado at Boulder and at
Boise State University in Idaho.
However, rent control and/or .
landlord-tenant legislation is not
seen as necessary in all large
student dominated towns. At

the University of Texas at
Austin, a spokesman for the
local tenants' union said that
rents are not at all outrageous
and that the availability of
housing suits the demand.
At Wayne State, Michigan and
at Rutgers University in New
Jersey, also schools with large
enrollments, the story is similar
to that' of UT at Austin. But
where there are rental problems
near colleges and universities, it
appears students are working
vigorously with the community
to find solutions.
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Practices Monday,
Wednesday
& Thursday,
7pm in BSU Gym
every week.
Interested persons
welcome!
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The most for your money (unlimited seconds,
thirds ... all you can eat).

I

Special Dinners (monthly festive meals and
monotony breakers every week add something
new to the program).

I
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Special Diets - for those watching their weight.
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Continental Breakfasts - for the late sleeper.
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Three Meal Plans
Ta Chaase Fram
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Shop where terms
are convenientAtmosphere pleasant
and your patronage
appreciatedGive us a try ...... _·
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B PLAN - 14 meals per week. Monday - Saturday: Lunch &
Dinner; Sunday: Brunch & Dinner.

I
I
I
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C PLAN - 10 meals per week. Monday - Friday: Lunch & Dinner.

I

A PLAN - 20 meals per week. Monday - Saturday: Breakfast,
Lunch & Dinner; Sunday: Brunch & Dinner.
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$3. 44
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For More Information
~ise State University
Housing Cashier's Office Rm. 209
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from capital hill
ERA causes furor in State Legislature
by Barb Bridwell
Twenty-four simple words are
currently causing more furor in
the Legislature than practically
any other piece of legislation
ever introduced. Those words:
"Equality of rights under the
law shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or
any other state on account of
sex." Otherwise known as the
Equal Rights Amendment, or
ERA.
The House PrintingCommit-tee of the legislature voted
Thursday not to block an
attempt to rescind Idaho's
ratification of the ERA. The
committee voted 5-3 to print the
resolution calling for recission.
It will be introduced this week.

before the law should be of no
detriment to the issue," he said.
Dalton said several side
issues have been brought up by
groups that have no substance.
"Women will be subject to the
draft, opponents say. True.
The opponents assume that the
slavery of the draft is proper for
men but not for women. The
Libertarian response," Dalton
says, "is that slavery is wrong
for everyone. Apparently the
persons who oppose ERA have
come to no such insight.
I
believe it is time we realize that
every individual has the right to
live in any peaceful manner
he/she so chooses. The ERA
only brings such a world one
step closer to realization," he
l~dded.
) Last Saturday, ERA oppo-

The resolution is the fifth
attempt by the legislature to
rescind their 1972 ratification of
the
proposed
constitutional
amendment.
The amendment
must be ratified by 38 states by
next year to become law, and 35
states have ratified thus far.
D. Allen Dalton, chairman of
the Libertarian Party of Idaho,
says that the ERA is supported
in principle by that group.
"The Equal Rights Amendment has been debated enough
such that all arguments have
been heard. In effect, all the
ERA will do is extend and clarify
the meaning of the fourteenth
amendment. The fact that the
amendment provides an active
role for the governinent in
ridding our society of inequality

nents held a "Stop ERA" rally
at Meridian Junior High school.
Phyllis Schlafly, chairman of the
National Stop ERA, told the
crowd of 1600 persons at the
rally that the Equal Rights
Amendment would "destroy the
American family aald rob wives
of the financial security they've
always known."
Schlafly warned the group
that while the ERA claims to
better the position of women,
the privileges they now enjoy
will be eliminated when laws are
rewritten to show no difference
between the sexes.
'
A prepared speech by Boyd
Packard, an elder in the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints, was read to the group ..
Packard, a member of the
Council of the 12 Apostles, said

the "ERA as a blanket attempt
to help women could bring them
more restraints and repressions.
'It would strike at the family,
humankind's basic institution."
. Schlafly said "There
is
nothing that the amendment
would do to help women.
It
takes away no inequities. There
are no laws today that discriminate against women."
The ERA would, according to
Schlafly, make women liable for
the draft (This, however, could
only happen if the draft were
reinstated). It would also make
women liable for a family's
financial debts and would no
longer require a husband to
support his wife and children.
Schlafly said the ERA would
also not allow for privacy
between sexes in public places.

r-:

Uof I tuition measure

Libertarian Commentary

up for consideration
The House Education
Committee of the Legislature
has a constitutional amendment
before it which would give the
University of Idaho authority to
charge tuition .to resident
students. Action was deferred
however, until the opposition
have an opportunity to protest.
Rep. Ketty Guernsey,
(R-Boise) introduced the measure to the committee, saying

that Idaho students are paying
less for student fees than
students
in institutions
in
surrounding states.
Currently the Idaho State
Constitution prohibits charging
students at the University of
Idaho in-state tuition. State
statutes prohibit charging tuition to resident students at the
other state-supported
institutions.

'Right-to-work' infringes
by D. Allen Dalton

allowed by the 'raft-Hartley Act
of 1947 in section 14(b). This
section of Taft-Hartley
was
" The so-called 'Right-to-Work'
adopted by Congress in an effort
bill (HB 67) now before the State
to allow state legislatures to
Affairs Committee of the House
regulate union membership, or
of Representatives
of the
as labor unions prefer, union
legislature has received much
security clauses. -The Congress
attention lately in the statewide
press, but at best the treatment
adopted this provision in an
has been superficial.
effort to partially nullify the
The 'Right-to-Work' bill is
National Labor Relations Act
(1935), which 'provided exclusive representation rights for a
&••••••••••••••••••
0••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
& union chosen by a majority of
•
-'
IlII
workers.
Under exclusive
representation, a union which
has achieved a majority of votes
in an election of employees to
choose a union to collectively
bargain for them, bargains for
all employees.
Briefly, if an
individual employee votes for a
different union (or no union at
all), he is denied, under the law,
any redress.
The 'Right-to- Work' bill before the Idaho legislature, like
other bills enacted or pending in
other states, does not address
the problem of exclusive representation.
Rather, 'Right-toWork' laws mandate, by law, a
compulsory open shop. An open
shop -exists as a "plant where
employees are declared by the
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employer to be free to join or not
join a union. "(Prlmer of Labor

Relations, p. 132) A compulsory
open shop exists as a plant
where, by state law (not
employers), it is declared that
employees are free to join or not
join the sole and exclusive
representative (union) at the
plant, if such exclusive representative exists.
As an example of the present
situation:if an individual becomes an employee where a
union shop exists, the individual'
must become a member of the
union- which is the exclusive
representativewithin thirty
days (as a rule). If an agency
shop exists, the individual may
(after thirty days, as a rule)
either join the union, or not join
the union and pay an amount
equal to dues to (usually) the
union welfare fund, instead of
the union treasury.
In both
cases, the specific arrangement
is agreed upon by the employer
and exclusive representative of
the employees.
According to
Lonnie Keating, Idaho COPE
director for the AFL-CIO, "In
Idaho, union shops and agency
[cont, on page 14]

TREAT'S

FORMERLY "WRANGLER ROAST BEEF N' HAM"
Open 11 a.rn. - 7 Days A Week
Inside Dining - Take Out & Drive Thru Service
. French Dip - Roast Beef - Ham - Pastrami S~ndwiches - Hot Dogs'
Fishburgers - Fried Chicken Western' Style - Salad Bar Finger
Steaks - Fish N' Chips - Mini Shrimp & Jumbo Prawns
Coke - Shakes
Coffee Only 20c a Cup, Refills Free
650 'Vista Ave.
Old Milwaukee - Schlitz
336-1696
RON TREAT - OWNER/MANAGER
SAME. MANAGEMENT AND OWNERSHIP - SAME GREAT
FOOD -NOT':JING HAS CHANGED BUT THE NAME
»
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ASBSU News

Senate gives approval to
Informational Retrieval System

.

---The ASB Student Services
Department got the go-ahead
from the student senate Tuesday for their 516,000 computerized Information Retrieval System.
The expenditure was approved
with Senators Tracy Miller,
Freddie Vincent, Chris Hayne
and Jim Marshall voting "no."
Hayne explained his vote by
stating 'II couldn't see spending
516,000 for an electronic file
cabinet."
Student Services Chairman
Howard Welsh, who presented
the proposal, described Information Retrieval as. a computer
program which will provide
students with information including transportation, housing
and job referrals.
"This is the kind of program
that establishes our competence
and viability as a department of
services for the students," said
Welsh.,
---The entire Programs Board
Committee was on the verge of
resigning last week in response
to the student senate's refusal
to allow an increase in service
awards for SUPB chairpersons.
Steve Robertson, Programs
Board Director,
asked the
senate to aIIow SUPB to
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Shawna Lee

Lee becomes new

ASB Chief Justice
by Mary Struhs

cedures.
There's a lot of
reading. involved."
Shawna .would like to see
more communication between
the legislative
and judicial
branches.
"I think we might
come, together on a lot more
issues then and perhaps be able
to represent
the
students
better."
Currently she is employed as
a legislative intern for KAID,
writing research projects on
welfare conditions and ona
state water plan.
She also
conducts preview interviews
with legislators. 'When asked
about her plans for the future
she said that she definitely has
political ambitions. "But," she
commented, "my biggest concern is' with the underprivileged-especially
the minorities. "
Shawna can be reached, along
with the justices, through' the
Programs Office in the SUB.
She would like to encourage the
student 'to express his opinion if
he has a complaint.
All
complaints can be given to
Christa Bax, who is the assistant
director of Student Activities in
the Programs Office.

Since the first of January
there has been a new Chief
Justice
presiding
over the
ASBSU Judiciary Council.
Though 19-year old Shawna Lee
has just recently been selected
to be Chief Justice, she is by no
means new to the Judiciary
Council. She served 11/2 years
as a justice before she was
chosen by the Personnel Selection Committee to replace John
Flewelling.
Shawna has the "authority in
all cases involving alleged
violations of ASBSU and/or
University regulations or policies.
They will hear all'
complaints other than academic
unless referred to a lower
tribunal."
(as states in the
Student Handbook)
The new Chief Justice says
that she is "enjoying the
oppportunity
to serve the
students.
I think that the
experience will be invaluable to
me when I go on to law school.
It's a very time-consuming
position as I need to be
knowledgeable of all the pro-

.increase nine chairpersons' service awards by $25, so that the,
service awards would total 550 a
month. Robertson did not ask
the senate to allocate the extra
5900. He explained that SUPB
has an extra 5900· already
included in their budget, and
they only wanted permission to
relocate money previously allocated to increase the service
awards.
With eight senators voting
"no", the motion failed. One

Student Government
Positions

Open

senator.

For more i,nformation, call 385-1440.

Finance Management Board

Deadline February 2

City

State

Candidate Orientation Meeting In The Senate
Chambers Feb. 2 at 4 p.m.
.Absentee Voting In the SUB FebufalY 10th
From Noon To 6 p.m.
PrimalY Sections Are Feb. 16 and 17

.

Zip

"

.

General Elections Are March 9 & 10

i

"

;/

.

Send to: HCN, Box K, Lander, Wyo., 82520

\

ASBSU Petitions Due In The ASB Offices By
4 p.m., Feb. 1 (Tuesday)

Enclosed is $10. for 25 issues of HCN, the
paper educational tool kit.
Or, send a tool kit to' my friend:
~

i
j

\\

One of the best tool kit~ to educate oneself,
environmentally, is a' subscription to High
Country News,.
This pape,: is one of the best educational·
tool kits being written in the Roc..kyMountain
West, has been for over six years.

Address

:\

The Personnel Selecti~n: Co~mittee is ~ow accepting applications for'the
following positions; Applications are available in the SUB at the
Information Booth, senate offices, and ASB offices, or from your school

ARE \{i U R NNING.

PAPER TOOL KIT
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senator suggested that as a
gesture of good will, the SUPB
return the 5900 they saved to
the general fund.
---The Arbiter asked the student
senate for an 5813 allocation for
lay-out supplies. The motion
failed, with senators Jim MarshaIl, Chris Rudd, Connie
Nelson, Holly We1st. and Mike
Kirkpatrick voting "no."
"This budget came up at a bad
time," stated Rudd, "All we've
done today is spend money."

HCN suggests you buy a

Nome

·1
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Equal rights
Sexism and below average mentalities have returned to the
Idaho Statehouse for the fifth year in a row as the continuing
saga of "ERA--To Be Or Not To Be" goes on. . ..
.
Equal rights is an idea whose time has come. Dlscnmmatlon
can no longer' be tolerated, be it against blacks, Chican~s or
women. In a state that has just spent the past week watchmg a
television series dealing with discirmination, (Roots) it is hard to
believe that the idea of inequality among people can still be
tolerated.
Idaho was one of the first states to ratify the Equal Rights
Amendment. Now a small but vocal group of people, who would
rather stay home in the kitchen, barefoot and pregnant, (or have
their wives stay home barefoot and pregnant), would choose to
dictate to others what their life style should be.
Some women either can't or do not wish to stay in that
position. More and more women are working outside the hom~,
either by choice or necessity. They deserve equal treatment m
the job market. This is no threat to motherhood and home as
some would believe. The ERA does not force any woman out of
her home; it simply makes it.possible for those who wish to work .
and lead equal lives to do so.
'
Thirty-four other states have ratified the ERA. The world has
not come to an end. People still get 'married, have children and
live happily ever after. Women aren't forced to use men's
bathrooms. But for women who want to work, it gives them an
equal chance.
Equality under the law is only logical. The ERA would give
women just that--the right to try and make it in their own in a
world that is, unfortunately, still filled with empty minds.
B.B.
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'The national interest
demands that we ...'

By Chuck Bufe .
"'Th~ati~nal
interest demands that we ... "
Supply the rest of the sentence yourself.
How many times in recent years have we
heard that phrase? How many times have we
.been told that the "national interest" demands
that we "reaffirm our commitment to the
government of South Vietnam"; "accept a
certain level of unemployment to hold down
inflation"; "pursue an all-out nuclear power
program to meet our energy needs";
"deregulate natural gas prices to stimulate
exploration for more gas." The list goes on and
on.
What is most interesting
about such
.statements
is that the politicians and
businessmen who issue such utterances blithely
assume that there is such a thing as the
"netional interest," and that it's the same as
their own.
If you do not wish to get bogged down in
metaphysical swamps, it fairly simple definition
of the term nation (in this case, the U.S.)
suggests itself -- the geographic area referred
to as the United States and all individuals
inhabiting that area (well in excess of 200
million). Given the huge number of people
living in the U.S., it becomes immediately
apparent that the interests of all the people will
coincide on very few, if any, issues. Thus, if we
are to use the term "national inter-est," the only
sensible use of the term is in the sense which
refers to the interest of a majority of the '
population.
As the most immediate problems facing us
are economic, it seems reasonable to begin a
discussion ofthe "national interest" in terms of
economics.
Contrary to popular belief, the American
economic
system
is not a "people's
capitalism"; the distribution of wealth in the
U.S. is as lopsided as in any Latin American
country. Approximately 15 million Americans
own corporate stock. That sounds like a large
number, but in comparison with the total
population it's not very impressive -- only 1 in
every 15 U.S. citizens owns any stock. And even
within that comparatively small group the
distribution is very uneven. One fifth of the
stockholders hold four-fifths of the stock. That
is, 1.6% ofthe population owns over 80% of all
stock. The same group holds nearly 100% of all
state and local government bonds.
One rather obvious example of divergence of
interests between those who own the big
corporations
and the rest of us (the
unemployed, those already in the work force,

and those of us preparing to enter or re-enter
the work force) is in the matter
of
unemployment. Maintaining a certain level of
unemployment works to the advantage of
the corporations: it tends to keep their workers
docile (who's going to run the risk of being fired
when prospects of finding another job are
dismal?) -- this, of course helps to hold down
wages; the, unemployed constitute a huge
reserve of potential scabs for use during strikes;
unemployment helps ensure a steady supply of
recruits for the police and the military; and the
unemployed must be fed (by those working) -this provides right wing demagogues with a
golden opportunity to divide the poor by railing
against "welfare fraud," that is, blaming the
economic woes of the American economic
system upon its most pitiful victims.
For the rest of us, unemployment means one
thing only: misery. Unemployment ensures that
most of us live with the constant worry of
job-loss or the worry of being unable to find
employment upon graduation. This in tum
leads us to accept lower wages and worse
working conditions than we would otherwise
find tolerable.
The most bizarre 'aspect of the unemployment
question is that there is evidence that
unemployment does not even hold down
inflation'. A new study prepared by economists
Howard Wachtel and Peter Adelsheim for
Congress' Joint Economic Committee suggests
that unemployment
worsens rather than
reduces inflation. The study finds that "prices
in some industries continue to rise during everymajor recession going all the way back to World
War II."
The reason? Economic concentration. In
many industries a small number of ever-expanding companies so dominate the markets for
their products that they can set their own
prices. Thus, during times of high unemployment with the concomitant decrease in demand,
these firms raise prices to maintain profits.
Some of the industries in this catagory are
utilities, food, aircraft, rubber and tobacco.
There is a similar divergence of interests in
the manner of energy.
The prices paid by the public for energy has
risen drastically in the last few years. The
diastrous effects of the price rise are reflected
in the everage home budget. Home heating
bills in the range of $50 to $75 per month are
becoming the norm. And the price of gasoline
has doubled in the last five years.
The effects upon the corporations have been
somewhat different than those upon the public.
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Two endorse multi-purpose
complex development otBSU
To the Student Body of Boise
State University
As the final recommendation
of the committee investigating
the need and feasibility of a
multi-purpose complex at Boise
State draws to an end, I feel it is.
necessary for me to voice a few
of my observations and concerns.
It should be pointed out, the
State Board of Education, at its
July-meeting, indicated that the
students would be assessed a
fifty to one-hundred dollar fee
increase. At first, it appeared
that this fee would be arbitrarily
levied, later it became apparent
that the administration as well
as the students would be
allowed to earmark this fee
increase. It is my major concern
that if a fee increase should
occur that it be earmarked for a
specific purpose that will benefit
the students
such as the
pavilion. ASBSU Vice President Mike Hoffman and. I
recently visited with Mr. Milton
Small, Executive Director of

State Board of Education, who
informed us that a fee increase
might well be assessed for the
institutional fee. I believe that
the general operational expense
of running BSU is solely the
responsibility of the State of
Idaho, and should not rest upon
the students shoulders. Students at Boise State are not
assessed this tuition-type fee.
My feeling is that if a fee
increase is to occur, and it
appears inevitable, that the fee
increase
be used for the
development of a multi-purpose
complex, it should also be noted
that no other institutional fee
increase should be levied at
Boise State unless that fee is
uniformly assessed at the other
State institutions
of higher
learning.
In conclusion, I believe that
the committee has done an
excellent and thorough job, and
should be commended for their
efforts.
Lenny Hertling
ASBSU President

Editor, the ARBITER,
President Bertling's comments In the above text follows
the trend of· ASBSU student
leaders over the past seven
years. This Issue of students
paying for educational bulldlngs
and maintenance has long been
a qnestlenable one~ It Is time
we, the student body of Boise
State University, step forward
and meet the challenges that are
being presented In this multipurpose complex Issue. These
facts provided by President
Bertling should ease any III
feellng~ut
why the student
government Is addressing the
fee Increase question, because
It's not what we want but rather
what w:e're going to get
regardless! This Is Boise. State
University's last opportunity to
keep BSU funds at BSU where
they are sincerely needed, and
where thay belong to meet our
demanding growth needs for the
future.
Jerry Bridges
Director,
ASBSU,PubUc Relations

Writer lists Campus
Bookstore problems ~
Editor, the ARBITER
. I feel compelled to relate an
incident that happened to me a
few days ago. I entered the
University Bookstore intent on
purchasing a book required for
one of my classes. After a time
of searching, I did in fact find
the book I needed, noted the
publisher's
price of $5.95
emblazoned on the front, and
proceeded to the checkout area.
Assuming the price of the
book to be $5.95 (I usually take
for granted the fact that actual
cost of an item corresponds to
the indicated cost of said item( I
was confused when the cashier
rang $7.05 on the register. An
honest mistake has been made,
. I thought, and I brought the
price discrepancy to the atten-

tion of the cashier. After an
extended waiting· period, I was
informed that no, a mistake was
not made; things are not always
what they appear to be -- essentially, gee, that's tough, buster.
My question then, is: Does
this not constitute fraud, false
adverising and underhanded
trickery? I feel that I have .been
swindled. Further, there seems
to be no recourse for me but to
sit back and accept this
injustice. Does this happen all
the time?
I am disgruntled enough with
the existance of a textbook
monopoly on campus, but such
obvious departures from fairness and honesty make me hard
to live with and very angry.
Allen Gmnerud

,
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Support BSU at the Cap~
The BSU Student Lobby needs researchers
Contact Will Roy in the ASB office
second floor of the SUB

Primary &- General
SBSU Elec:tians
Petitians

Available at A5B Dffices

Petitians

Due Feb. 1ta ASH Dffiees by 4 p.m.

Senate petitian
Executive

needs 25 si-anatures

petiticn

needs 50 sir:lnatures

Candidates Must Attend an Drientatian
tJleetin-a Feb. 2 at 4 p.m. in·the Senate
Chambers

DFFICES DPEN: President" Vice President"

THEASBSU
NEEDSYDUI

Treasurer!l 2 Senaters 'ram Va-Tech" 2

Primary Electian Dates

Oeneral Elec:tian Dates
March !I &- tD

Feb. IS &- 17

fram Health Sciences! 2 fram Educatian"
5 'ram Business" Ii fram Arts &- Science
iI

Schaals

l

j
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National interesto ..

(con't. from page 6]
Last year Exxon recorded profits
exceeding
$2.5 billion,
an
all-time high.
And just who's "uattonal
interest" is reflected in the
energy policies we're being
urged to follow? Practically all
we've been hearing recently are
calls for subsidies and tax
breaks for the energy conglomerates to stimulate more dri1lmg
and exploration for fossil and
nuclear fuels. Also being urged
is an all-out nuclear energy
program.
Practically all of the easily
exploitable deposits of oil and
natural gas in this country have
already been discovered and are
rapidly being depleted. Developmem
~
ilie remaining
supplies will be much more
difficult, and hence, much more
costly. If we pursue this option,
we're faced with the prospect of
steadily rising energy costs.
Nuclear power is also a very
expensive proposition.
Long
touted by its proponents as a
cheap source of energy, nuclear
power has become an extremely
expensive proposition. As an
example, the Midland power
complex in Michigan
was
originally scheduled to open in
1974 at a cost of $349 million;
the latest estimate is that it will

government and business for
the development of new supplies of oil and gas and the
investment of high amounts of
money in nuclear power, energy
conservation remains an empty
slo'gan. In most areas of the
country utility rates encourage
the waste of energy-the
more you use, the less you pay.
.Small users commonly pay three
or four times as much per
kilowatt hour as large industrial
users. -,Huge amounts of energy are
wasted in all 'segments of the
economy. It is estimated that 50
per cent of all energy used in
this country is wasted, with the '
waste in some sectors, specifically transportation, being much
higher.

open in 1981 at a cost of $1.4
billion.
.Another problem with nuclear
power is that the supply of
uranium is expected to run out
by the year 2000. This means
that fuel costs will steadily rise.
To "solve" 'that problem,
the
Energy
Research
and
Development
Corporation is
pouring money into the development of "breeder-reactors"
which will produce more fuel
than they consume. The fuel
that the breeders will produce is
plutonium,
the most toxic
substance known to man (inhalation of one mierogram-.-one
millionth of a gram, one pound
is equal to 455 grams--is
sufficient to produce cancer in
human beings).
Needless to say, the breeder
program will be very expensive.
To date the U. S. has committed
over $200 billion in public and
private
monies to nuclear
energy.
The tying up of such huge
sums means that comparatively
little is available for development of alternative sources.
During the last 30 years the
federal government has spent
only $163 million on the
development of solar energy.
At the same time that we're
hearing anguished cries from

Oetters...

crossword puzzle

Stump

opmion, but as an infamous
historian once said, "opinions
are like assholes, everbody has
one."
Elizabeth Merrill
Cheryl Christianson
• • oore
REM
S. W. Hipwell
Wffiiam Vaughn
S. Adams
Andrea Mabbutt
Tom Hurd
P. Constantikes
Marilyn Maybury
Remona P. Moore
Paula Kennedy
Barbam Fladwood
Lisa Jossis
P Rio

by Mark Brough
1. Name the four Oakland
Raiders who played in Super
Bowl II against the Green Bay
Packers, who are still active.
2. What is the largest state
Capitol in the U.S.?
3. What is the smallest state
capitol in the U.S.?
4. In the TV show "Batman"
(1966), who was the Cape
Crusader's faithful butler?
5. What movie won the Oscar
for best picture in 1951?
6. What horse won the 1968
Kentucky Derby?
7. Name the ten most popular
songs in 1965.
8. What year did Halley's
Comet last appear?
9. Who was Joan Crawford's
stand-in during the early part of
her career?
10. Who was the last movie star
to have his hand and foot
prints immortalized in cement at
"Grauman's Chinese Theatre"
in Hollywood?
Answers on Page 14
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of the

Gulf of -"
62 Excrete

DOWN
1 Greek goddess
.
of wisdom
2 Letter of the
Greek alphabet
3 Pugilistic
, term
4 Spoken
5 Complete
6 Santa's greeting
7 symbol for
erbium
8 Nothing
9 Street
10 Philippine
seaport
11 Enjoy with
appreciation
13 German citY
16 A certain
stadium

12 Baltimore
athlO'te
14 Exclamation
15 Louisville
sluggers
17 Neighbor of
Cambodia
18 Ex-sorviccman
20 Composer of ~
operettas
23, Roman god of
the lower world
24 Burden
26 Picture puzzle
28 vtv« - roil
29 Russian writer
Karl-·
31 Amorican
painter, John
James .. - .•,

puzzle
R T l1li

A
D A
A F A R III!R
N I N A IIIC
D R o P A H
T E
Y E Nil

l1li

TO

R

DO 115 L A T
E P R 0 A C H
R E A T U R E
ROB
I N Till
E B 0
D S liN
E-'B
E LAY

\I A N Y IIlc OA_
E P o D EIlIlI M 0 olR
\I 00
Nil
B U N 5
E D
A L TIIIII W 0 R K
S
EaU
T E A H o U
E N G I N E E RGlB
S T E \I mS LY

R 0

IiIs

.19 English royal
family
21 Border upon
22 More impolite
25 Grasslike plant
27 Loaves used for
tanning and
dyeing
30 Bottom
assemblies of
ships
32 famous
German spa,
34 State of
agitation
36 Pinn8~le of
glacier ice

C~~
0 U T
R G E
ALE
L E D'

37 Moorish
kettledrum
311 Russian ruler
40 Although
41 Ouantities
of
paper
44 Domicile
47 Antithesis of
love
49 Solf-satisfied
52 Crafty
54 Honest ••,
57 {mpersona!
pronoun
58 Now England
(ab.]
60 Bone

33 Lyric poems
35 Theme in Lima
36 Amet:ican
painter. John
Singer ..•....
39 Kind of trap
42 "Musta ben
surnpln' I •. !U
43 Miss Doolittle
45 Combining form:
tumor. swelling
. 46 Gridiron cheer
48 Attempts
(coll.l

50 Athletic
organization

[ab.]

51 Down with (Fr.)
two words

53 Capital of Italia
55 Printer's
measure"

56 American

painter.
GoorlJll or
Theodore
••- ••

Due to non-arrival of material,
we regret that ,we cannot
publish this week's
CDNS
.horoscepe.

RE.O-~LOOOE.O

AMER\<.ANC.OL.L.E:bE.
'(OUTHS TO
';)E.T ASIGE. 1t\E.lR ~t<S ANn 60
()I)T
C.AROO5INbl CA\K)RTINC,
AND OR.IN\\IN<J O~f,'s SELf
INIO AN UNUJNC.IOUS

STUpoR!

61 Battle

11 American
paintor, Gilbert
Charles -_ ••

WIlPlT I:> IT \HAT I'OU ARE. ~

fRIOI\'(S AR.E. FOR

painter. Daniel
or Samuel ._ ••,

1 Old French
province
6. American
painter
Pierre ••..•

Rat

)

59 American

ACROSS

Trivia

astro"ogy commentary
We were very perturbed by
Mr. Bufe's blatant and flippant
comments about the astrology
seminar currently being offered
under the auspices of the
Honors Program. While many
of us agree that the Honors
Program seems to' have different sets of standards
for
admission to different students
we feel that calling the astrolog;
seminar, "awarding of academic credits for the study of ... pseudo-scientific garbage ... appalling ... etc." is not only unprofessional, but also unsubstantiated. We respect Mr. Bufe's

On the'> other hand, if we
embark upon a serious program
.of energy conservation and
development
of alternative
energy sources, especially s~ar,
the public, not the corporations,
would benefit. Energy conservation through
utility rate
reform would produce immediaterelieffor small users as well
as reduce the need for new
sources of energy.
Development of solar power
would also be advantageous to

the public. The most immediate
practical uses of solar power are
in the fields of hot water and
space heating. A program of low
interest loans and tax write-offs
for the installation of solar units
and insulation would not only
reduce energy consumption btit
would also stimulate employment. Such a program would
produce many more jobs than
would a capital-intensive, hightechnology nuclear program.
The next time you hear some
politician or shill for big
business
stating that
"the
national interest demands that
we ... ," take a few seconds and
think about what he's saying.
Think about whose interests
he's talking about when he
utters the magic words "national interest."

Solution to last week's

Readers di.sagree with
Editor, the ARBITER

If we follow the course
outlined by business and government, in regard to energy,
the consequences are obvious.
Business will be assured of
continuing profits. The rest of
us will be faced with ever-higher
energy bills.

INTE./IIIL'1' PO~JN&

fill' FIRST MONTH s 5UBSC.RWTION
TO PLAi BOi, PENTHOUSE,

JH~ NEW

Qui

FARRAH fflVJC.ETT

rosTf:R A~RIV~D IN 11\E
"'AI L TOOA1.

ovE.R 6D'( 1
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STUPID LAW AN1WA1!
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Idaho's'progress toward ERA
Since 1972, the Idaho
Legislature has taken on a
sadistic attitude concerning the
Equal
Rights
Amendment.
When the session was convened
in 1972, Idaho women had
gained a victory. In 1896 women
won the right to vote in Idaho
and now, elghty-oneyears later,
the ERA marked a new victory,
equal protection under the law
in the form of a constitutional
amendment. Women became
recognized not as half of a
human being, but a whole
person, a citizen at last. Things
were looking up.
Since that time, other states'
have been in a dilemma as to
how to handle the ERA issue.
The whole question hangs on
one simple question, "What are
all those women going to do
with a Constitutional amendment in their hands?" To some
of those prominent legislators,
this question is enough to bring
on a coronary. While some
states ponder this issue, others
have created a new technique
called recission. Recission is a
polite way of saying, "Oops,
sorry, chicks, but we made a
terrible mistake."
Idaho has
chosen this
alternative
in

, representative from Pocatello
was interviewed and asked
about his reasons for seeking
recission. He replied that he
was reluctant because he just
didn't know what might happen
later down the road. I wonder if
he has considered what might
happen down the road if the
ERA is not made law.
The power of the people was
felt dramatically in the 1900's
but a confrontation with thousands of angry women will
mean more than a small bonfire.

dealing with the critical issue of
rights for women.
Since the Guilt-ridden days of
Vietnam, when the country went
to great lengths to quiet the
fires of revolution, the drums of
democracy have slowly stopped
beating. When the end came of
the. student demonstrations and
threats of anarchy, .so came the
end of political promises for a
"New Day". Women were
tantalized with the belief that
they too could share
in

the wealth of government protection-the
ERA.'
Women
marched from the kitchens of
the new left and formed
Women's
Liberation
Movement. The movement called for
an end of discrimination based
upon sex. For a short time, this
demand seemed to be 'solidifying.
In Idaho, the sadistic
techniques to which I referred,
have erupted. The ~me of ~at
and mouse has resumed. The

Vicky Walker and Millynn
James ofthe Women's Alliance,
Tutti Sandmayer of Student
Services, and Nancy Burks
(N.W. lottery delegate) were
delegates
at the founding
convention of the National
Women's Studies Association
held in San Francisco January
13-16, 1977.
Women's Studies is a rapidly
growing program in over a
thousand colleges and universities around the nation. From a

BSU ski classes forced to 'go without'
by Doug Harper

Looking into the future,it
would be safe to say that the
winter of 1976-77 will be
remembered as the Year Everyone Went Without. Alreadyit's
February, yet there isn't even
enough snow on the ground to
keep the area's only ski resort,
Bogus Basin, open. (As of the
Arbiter's deadline last Thursday, the weather
forecast
remained unchanged ... cold and
dry.) Granted, it's hard to
console the many ski lovers who
bought season passes for $155,
or even the students who
planned to ski and go to school
(usually with priority on skiing),
but what about the 126 Boise
State students registered for
classes in cross country and
alpine skiing?
Bill Jones, an outdoor
recreation professor at BSU who
has organized the ski. program
for the university for the past
eight years, encourages the
students not to give up hope,
even though the first two
Saturday classes have been
concelled due to the snow
"famine. "
"Bogus has promised to open
at the first snow," he said.
"The entire area is packed
down. They have a beautiful'
base, but you can't ski with.
most of the rocks uncovered. All
we need is snow.
"Usually there's about five
feet at this time of year. There
was only about eight inches of
snow on the north slope of
Schaffer View the other day,
and when I dug through to the
ground, it was dust. There is

cost $35 for 24 hours of
instruction. Students would be
placed in classes according to
their prior' ability.
Jones added that this year
would be an excellent year to
buy equipment, as most stores
will try only to sell their 1976-77
ski merchandise without expecting a very big profit margin,
if any at all.

absolutely no moisture in the
air. The snow is frozen on the
top, but the dirt is dry because
there were no November rains
to produce moisture.
"We (BSU Physical Education
r Department) are in a holding
mode until it snows. If it does,
then the lessons
will be
operated on a pro-rated basis
where the student will pay for
only each lesson at a time,
;,;,t('about$6 for two sessions that •
last two hours each) rather than
paying for all of the lessons at
the beginning.
"The school will set a cutoff '
date, probably around the last of
February, so that students can
withdraw before midterm if
there is no snow. This will give
them a chance to enroll in
ourdoor spring classes if they
choose."

For those unfortunate souls
who bought passes or private
lessons from Bogus, a spokesman said that the board of
Bogus Basin,
a non-profit

This is'the
last week
for
special
student
discounts

,Jones pointed out that the
only money that the school
would lose if it didn't snow
would be from refunds to parttime students and to those who
audit the course. The part-time
students will receive a refund of
$20 while those who audit will
get $18 back.
If the snowfall would have
been normal and the resort had
kept open, those students who
registered for the class would
have saved at least $118 by
taking the class through BSU;
rather than paying for the
lessons privately. Through agreements with Bogus Basin
and McQ's, all ofthe registered
students would have gotten
discounts on their ski equipment
and lift passes, while it would

820 JEFFERSON

corporation, will decide on all
refunds when they meet at the
end of the ski season. (When is
that?)
Laughing, Jones closed by
describing the conditions as
beneficial orily to the rocks at
Bogus. "They all have P-tex
tops and have been waxed very
well!"

scattering of only a few hundred
courses in the 1960's, the new
discipline now counts nearly
5000 courses and 300 degreegranting programs. Five now
offer the M.A. in Women's
Studies, and two plan doctoral.
degrees. Participating were 600
faculty, students,
adminstrators, and commuity program
representatives who took part in
founding the new Association.
Sponsored by the Women's
Studies Program of San Jose
State University in San Jose,
California, and the Santa Clara
Commission on the Status of
Women, the new national
Association is a response to the
growth of Women's Studies, as
well as to the inclusions of
Women's Studies coursed in
traditional areas. Departments
of English, History, Psychology,
Sociology, Anthropology, Biology and other sciences include
the new courses in their
, offerings.
Preceding the San Francisco
founding convention two conferences were held, at Philadelphia and at Bryn Mawr.
Delegates were elected from a
wide variety of University
campuses, Secondary and Elementary Schools, and Community-based
centers.
They
came to the founding convention
from twelve geographic regions
of the United States.
The new Association will work
to establish
communications
networks and to support in all
appropriate ways the activities
of Women's Studies Programs
throughout the nation. Our
women's programs at BSU are
now charter members of both
the new national association and
our own Northwest Women's
Studies Association. We will
continue to work within both
groups and on a 10calleveI. We
are preparing a more in-depth
look at the conference, within
this column.
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Deadline for
~
Student Tea~hing i

MARCH
1,
1977
~
=
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=
=
- This deadline is applicable to Secondary
=
_
student teachers who are planning
== tQ' do their student teaching during
Block I & II,Fall Semester, 1977;
=
and Elementary student teachers
Fall/Spring academic year 1977 /78.
d'

'820 Jefferson

Phone 343-2564
,Monday-Satuiday
9am-5:3Opm
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Hard drivin'd Cauntry Rack fram Mantana.. They

.stale the shaw at Tarwater's 4thaf,July Picnic.!!

Rata
Their Dctaber cancert at BSU wtilS a smash.. Their
music is incredible! their shaw is amazinlJ.. Fisk
. ..&:aYIi'Rata Raater.!i9

Presented by theBSU Caneert. Cammittee

Pap Films Cammittee Presents

February.4

The RD·mantic:
Enr:tlishwaman
Special Events Center 7 pm

Joseph Losey - Great Britain
"Insightful. One of Losey's finest films."
-San Francisco Chronicle
"Glistening, witty and ironic. 'The Roman~ic Englishwoman' is a pleasure to watch. A formidable
display of stylish direction. Splendidly controlled and deftly articulated performances. It is so
beautiful, with sumptuously photographed handsome Interiors arid gorgeous International
locales-and so beautifully made."
.
.
-Kevin Thomas, Los Angeles Times
"Glenda Jackson and Michael Caine areboth expert In their roles. 'The Romantic Englishwoman' is
a thoroughly modem movie, as chic and sharp-tongued as Its subject. It's great fun."
-Bridget Byrne, Los Angeles Herald-Examiner
" 'The Romantic Englishwoman' Is one of the few civilized entertainments to open in recent months.
Delicious. It is a Losey in a lighter vein. I liked 'The Romantic Englishwoman'."
-Andrew Sarris

February.S

TheD,evils

Special Events Center B pm
.
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'Ferlinghetti
Lawrence Ferlinghetti, a San
Francisco poet who played a
major role in the Beat movement of the 1950's, will be in
Boise February 9-10 to kick off a
new series of poetry readings
arranged by Boise State University.
He will read February 9 in the
Boise Gallery of Art on poetry
and paintings and February 10
in BSU's Speccenter.
Both
appearances start at 8 pm and
are free to the public.
Ferlinghetti will be the first of
five poetic superstars who will
be in Boise this spring under the
grant organized by BSU English
professor Dr. Charles David
Wright. He will be followed by
William Matthews, Robert Bly,
Marge Piercy and Sandra
McPherson.
About one poet per month will
be in town through May, said
Wright. Finances for their
appearances come from BSU,
Idaho Heritage Magazine, Observer Books" Boise Public
Schools and the Boise Gallery of
Art.'
'
Those organizations combined to put up half the $5,000 used
to fund the series. The National
Endowment for the Arts furnished the rest.
According to Wright, each
poet will spend two days in
Boise, spreading
that time

entertai liment
to kick off readings

agents and led to the wellpublicized trial of the author,
was published by Ferlinghetti.
Unlike many of the "Beat"
poets, Ferlinghetti's
work is
engaged in politiCS and society.
Poems on topics like billboards
and "automobilized America"
are typical of the San Francisco
artist, said Wright ..
Since ,1955 he has completed
eight books of poetry, two plays,
three films and four records.
As the person who brought
poets, sponsors and money
together,
Wright
said this
spring will be the first time' so
many widely acclaimed poets
have come to Boise. At least
four of them are included in
anthologies used in BSU clasLawrence Ferllngbettl
ses. The chance for BSU
students to meet poets they
between workshops with teachhave studied adds "richness
ers, creative writing classes at
and excitement" to the BSU
BSU, and readings.
English program, Wright exOpening poet FerIinghetti
plained.
was a pioneer in the 50's
The new poetry series is the
movement toward a more open,
continuation of several BSU-- '
oral style of poetry, said Wright.
community efforts, he said.
With Peter Martin, he founded
Already the university has
the first all-paperback bookstore
worked in the "Poetry in the
in the country, City Lights, in ," Schools" program. Last year
San Francisco: Later, his pubfour poets sponsored by a grant
lishing company by the same
from the Idaho Association for
name was one of the first to
the Humanities were at BSU
print works of Beat poets like
and the Gallery for .public
William Burroughs and Allen
readings.
Ginsberg. Ginsberg's "Howl,"
Wright said Boise is ready to
which was seized by cu~toms

C":1

SUPB Lecture & Student Residential

How to Say UN'
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Life presents:

receive big name poets like
Ferlinghetti. "There is a lively
scene in poetry here now," he
claimed. As examples, he points
to several community activities
in poetry.
Of the Wednesday
night
programs at the art gallery,
poetry readings are' often the
best attended. Readings at the
Observer Bookstore have also
drawn good cmwds. On top of
that, Wright credited publications like Idaho Heritage,

cold-drill and the Statesman for
bringing poetry to the people.
Wright added that Idaho has
at least four publishers who
print good poetry.
For a state
with eight people per square
mile, that's a lot of involvement," he said.
"Poetry in the Schools," a
program that has brought
several top rate poets to Boise to
work with young students, has
also helped the poetic climate in
town, Wright added.

Department to present

'The Birthday. Party'
Who would be rehearsing a
birthday party for four weeks?
The ,Theatre Department of
course I "The Birthday Party"
by Harold Pinter,
one of
England's
top contemporary
dramatists, will be the first
show of the new year.
Director, .Dr. Robert Ericson
cast the show before Christmas.
However, the actual rehearsals
didn't start until school started
this semester. The cast is a good
mixture of new talent and
veteran members of the department. Seelye Smith plays the
part of Meg, an older lady who
runs an almost-empty boarding
house. Her husband, a deck
chair attendant, is played by
.Gerry Bryant. There is a
neighbor girl (Victoria Hollo-

way) and a solitary boarder,
Stanley, who is portrayed by
Marc Vega. It is his birthday (or
is it?) that is celebrated. Two
other guests arrive: Mr. Goldberg played by Doug Copsey
and Mr. McCann played by Joel
Farmer. Their arrival causes
a variety of reactions from
delight to terror.
The usual gaity associated
with a birthday party is replaced
with a fearful anxiety as Pinter
explores the psyches of his
characters.
Start the new year with a new
look at the "normal" people
around you. "The Birthday
Party" will be presented in the
Subal Theatre from Feb. 18
through 26.

a Rapist

and Survive

STARTING
JAN.3i

Lecture by the

thru
FED. 5

Founder & President of the National
Organization for the Prevention of Rape Assault

FrederiC Storaska

WILS.ON
&

FAII\CHILD~

February 2 8:00 pm
SUS-Sallroom
.:BSU Students - Free
General Admiss;.on - $1.00
\

•
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Roving Reporter

r
What Is your opinion on
increasing student fees for the
fall semester?
c

Richard Yoong-graduate-Well,
everything else is rising. What
can you do? They will probably
get the money for the pavilion, I
wouldn't doubt it.

Marva Dotson-sophopmore- If
it's for the new pavilion, I'm not .
too happy about it. The money
should go for faculty fees.

Nancy Jo Lester-freshman-I
don't think I'll be too happy
about it. I don't know if it's
really necessary.

'I

e
B

Elaine Clegg-junior- Well, I
guess it was inevitable, I don't
like it but there's not too much
one can do about it. If they do
increase it, I would" like to see
the money go for the pavilion.
We need it very badly and if it is
built, it should be an all-purpose
pavilion .
-1.

'Wind' opera cast set;
rehearsals to begin
Tryouts were held this past
weekend for the Rock Opera
"WIND" scheduled for production the last four days of March
in the Special Events Center.
Cast as follows were: John
Edgerton as the militant Aethos; John Shaw as Andros, the
leader of an army that has
conquered everything except
what they were actually after;
Bridgette Youngblood as Ariana; Steve Marker as the aging
.~~~hero of a dying world; and
;j~ Ginger Scott as the Master
;;:J Peddler, Theron, the leader of a
. 'h desperate underground. Fur-

1

ther casting has yet to be
finished.
There are still openings for
people interested in working
with this show as there are a
large number of effects, slides
and projections that require
some help. There is also a need
for a drummer. If you, or
someone you know might be
interested,
please call. The
number is 376-4218.
"WIND" will begin rehearsals the Febuary 14 for the
showdate in March. All profits
from the show will go into a
scholarship fund .

Bm
Famswood-sophomore-I
don't like it, but if it goes for the
new pavilion, it will be a goo"
deal.

Wynkoop-sophomoreWell, it depends on what the
money is used for. But I would
not favor it.

Dean

Ron Sater-sophomore-I'm not in
favor. of it. I don't think the
survey was valid. They recommended an increase, but when it
was time for the survey they
didn't let the student know how
much of an increase it would be.

Lynn

Femston-sophomoreI
think it is a great idea. The
money should not go for
teacher's fees, but the students
need better facilities for athletics and concerts.

Barbie Lahtlnen-junior-I think it
is a good idea if the money is
used for more facilities.

MON.-FRI.

7:00 & 9:40 pm

SAT. & SUN. 1:45, 4:15, 7:00, 9:40

I

~

f.-

..
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Right-to-work ...

~

Michael's Jewel'ers
Invites you to come
in for a

20%
Discount
We understand the student

[cent; from page 4]
shops are split about fifty-fifty
as far as agreements between'
the workers and employers."
'Right-to-Work'
would infringe upon the right of contract
now enjoyed by the employer. It
must be remembered that both
employees and employer must
come to a voluntary agreement, in any situation, for
employment to continue. 'Rightto-Work' binds the hands of
employers who, for whatever
reason, wish to bargain for

either union or agency shop in
their plants.
.
Laws restrict freedom. This is
an insight long established by
legal and political philosophers.
'Right-to-Work' will do no less.
If the 'Right-to- Work' people
really wished to provide freedom for the worker and
employer, they would concentrate their efforts on repealing
the National Labor Relations
Act, Taft-Hartley Act, Landrum-Griffin Act, and all of their
amendments.
Starting from
scratch, Congress could recog-

budget

nize unions as associations
protected by the First Amendment and allow free and
voluntary shops (where multiple
and competing unions could
exist in each plant: where
individuals could join or not join
a variety of unions; where
employers would have full
freedom of contract) to bloom.
'Right-to-Work' laws on the
other hand, will only subject
both workers and employers to a
further morass of bureaucratic
regulation
and harassment,
imposing loss of liberty to the
individual and higher costs to
the consumer.

Come in for great savings
Professors Included
"Buy your

Used Furniture

Bunny
A Carat"

LD. Required

Ata

reasonable

dl1LCh ae t', J.~.WE.[E.

Weekdays 10-5:30
Sat. 10-4:00
421 S. 9th. Boise
336-4246 .

Diamonds andFine Jewelry
COLE VILLAGE • 80ISE,IDAHi:f83704

374- 8510

.•I

price

'tj.

j.

messenger servic
.

The Namgyal Group invites you
to a lecture on the "Evolution of
Politics" this coming Monday,
Febmary 7 at 7:30 p.m, in the
SUB. This wffi be the second of
a series of 8 lectures given each
Monday night by Frank Massameno as Ill) introduction to the .
teaching of the Venerable
Namgyal Rlmpoche, a Buddbist
llama who brought the teaching
to the West.

How many students
from
outside the. United States are
studying at,BSU? What are their
majors? Find out the answers in
the display case in the first floor
lobby of the BSU Library.

Announcements, notices of meetings, student classifieds and
personals are printed free of charge in the ARBITER
MESSt:NGER SERVICE. Items must be submitted by Thursday
noon.

The Boise Chapter of N.O.W.
[National Organization of Women], recently held its first
meeting. Temporary officers
were elected. They are: Convener-Jane Leeson, RecorderRuth Grasser,
NewslaetterEllen Koger, Treasurer-Barbara
Dirks, Membership-Beth Martin, PubUc Relations-Laurette
Valentine, By-Laws CommitteeVickie Piper.
.
,The next meeting will be
Febmary 1st, Tuesday, 7:30
p.m, at the
YWCA, 720
Wasliington. AU interested persons are invited to attend.

announcements
Landlords-- Tenants
Rental Referrals, formerly of
Emerald RealtY, Property Management, requests all landlords
and tenants to be advised that
.we will try not to advertise or Ust
rentals not available, and would
, appreciate not being associated
with other
rental
housing
agencies that seem to do tbis.

LANDLORDS: Please contact us
We
request exclusive listings. Renters agreements available.

evenings from 7 till 9 with Jeff
Fereday, will get you blues
people out of your chairs.
.
Theatre of the Air will debut
on Febuary 6 from 9 until lO
p.m.
on Sunday
with a
production of "The Elephant
Boy."
And of course, there's KBSU
Alternative News weekdays at

7.
Join Mike, Chris, Freddie,
Jeff and 17 other music makers
who will tickle your musical
fancy.
We're KBSU, 90.1 on your
FM diaL.call us. at 385-3662,
and let us know where you are ...

Call: Barbara Blank, Manager
RENTAL REFERRALS, 5819
Overland Rd. 377-5122

personals
The well-being of mankind, its
peace and security, are unattainable unless and until its
unity is firmly established,
'.
Baha'u'llah'

Answers
to Trivia Rat
page 8

RENTERS: Please feel free to
ask if an" advertised property is
still available prior to any
~ervice fee charge. The $10.00
fee is in full force until you find
a rental.

if we can be of assistance.

Do you have discriminating
tastes in music? Are you tired of
"Commercial"
radio?
Then
tune into the only progressive
non-commercial radio station in
Boise. KBSU will quench your
musical thirst.
Of special interest:
. For the concerto lover, there's
our Concert Hall aired Tuesday
and Thursday from 5 till 7 and
Sunday from noon till 6, with
your hosts Mike and Chris.
You jazz fanatics will want to
join Freddie Wednesday evenings from lO till 1 a.m., for great
contemporary jazz.
Just Blues, aired Sunday

Another hang gUder for sale! 19
foot free-flight model with blue
and wbite sail, padded roobar,
aircraft standard parts. It's safe
and a kick in the ass to fly!.
Kevin Kendall, 376-6921 after 1
p.m,

help wanted

Pollworkers are needed to assist
in manning the ASBSU Primary

Election polls. One poll is open
«from noon to 6 pm on February
10., Five polls are open from 9
am-3pm, Febmary 16-17. Two
other polls are open from
3pm- 7pm, Febmary. 16. Please
attend an orientation meeting
Tuesday Febmary 8 at 4 pm. in
the Teton room. if you. are
available to work any of those
hours. This is a good way to get
involved with the ASB and earn
$2.20 an hour also!

1.
Fred Biletnikoff, Willie
Brown, .Pete Banaszak and Art
Shell.
2.
Indianapolis,
Indiana
738657.
3. Carson City, Nevada 15,468.
4. Alfred.
S. "An American in Paris",
M.G.M. starring Gene Kelly
and Leslie Caron.
6. Dancer's Image.
7. 1--Back in My Arms Again,
Supremes. 2--Wooly Bully, Sam
the Sham & the Pharohas.
3--Mr. Lonely, Bobby Vinton.
4--1 Can't Help Myself, Four
Tops. 5--Satisfaction, Rolling
Stones.
6--Downtown, Petula
Clark.
7--You've Lost That
Lovin Feeling, Righteous Brothers. 8--Come See About Me,
Supremes.
9--The In Crowd,
Ramsey Lewis. lO~-You Were
On My Mind, We Five.
8. 1909. It comes in view every
76.1 years and is due to return
May 1986.
9. Hedy Kiesler, who later
acquired international fame and
a Hollywood careers-as "Hedy
Lamarr" .
--.--J .
lO. Jack Nicholson, 1975.
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collegiate

• games

Boise feces rnus!
by Marty Most,· Arbiter Sports
Edltor
All of a sudden, Boise State's
basketball team is in desperate
trouble.
Facing the toughest
road trip of the year and fighting
for their lives, the Bronco's
hopes rest on yet unseen
reserves .of determination.
Every game is a must-win
situation for Bus Connor's 6-12
team.

The strange thing is, it's hard
to find a reason for BSU's five
game losing streak.
The
Broncos haven't been outrebounded, they haven't been
outshot from the field- in fact,
they often look like they're
outplaying the teams they're
losing to.
Kevin Goetz is
playing better each time he
takes the floor and center John
Mayfield is rapidly developing
into a fine pivot man.

There's
been
a lot of
speculation on what caused the
breakdown- a loss of leadership
when Pat Hoke and Terry Miller
left, or playing the wrong
defense at the wrong time- but
it's academic speculation on
intangibles.
About the only
sure thing you can say is that
Boise State can't buy a break.
Shots won't fall and rebounds
won't come at crucial times.
Other teams seem to' make

The Montana Grizzlies' 13-4
record this year may be
jeopardized
due to starting
center Lee Johnson.
The
problem
developed
over a
possible grade transcript violation.
According to NCAA
regulations, a transferring athelete's
transcripts
must
be
completed by the time of class'
enrollment.
It apJ?ears that
Johnson's transcripts were not
forwarded to the University of
Montana until after he had
completed registration.
Bob Rosenthal, sports information director at U of M,
stated .that
when Johnson
transferred to Montana last fall
his transcripts did not include

grades from a Denver Junior
College where Johnson had
been
enrolled
in summer
classes. Rosenthal went on to
say that there was a' verbal
agreement between the schools
that the grades would be sent
later.

-.

A Big Sky Conference committee is investigating the alleged violation. According to
BSAC Commissioner John Roning, if the 6-10 sophomore is
found in violation, then Montana will have to forfeit its eleven
wins in which .Johnson played. .
The eleven wins include' three
conference victories
two
against Montana State and one
against Northern Arizona University. According to Roning, if .

Johnson is found ineligible he
will not be allowed to play the
remainder ofthe season. (Montana sat out Johnson in weekend
games
against
Idaho
and
Gonzaga.)
The NCAA, which is the Big
Sky Conference's
regulating
body, is also investigating the
possible violation, but has made
no ruling concerning the situation. If the Big Sky Conference
does not act on the matter it is
inevitable that the NCAA will.
If Johnson is found ineligible,
then an unexpected boost to
Montana State and Northern
Arizona's BSAC records will
occur. However, it would add
little hope' to the dwindling
chances of the Boise State
Broncos to make the playoffs.

.

Wrestlers place disappointing
seventh in MIWA·
Boise State University's wrestlers were able to score only 21
points and finished seventh in
the Mountain Intercollegiate
Wrestling Association Tournament Saturday night in Ogden,
Utah.
Brigham Young' University
won the meet with 103 points,

followed by Northern Colorado,
Colorado State, Utah and Utah
State.
The best finishers for the
Broncos were Hector Cedillo,
who lost 7-1 to Matt Boyle of
Northern Colorado to place
fourth in the 118 pound class;
Leon Madsen, who also placed

This week
the Big Sky
Boise State
Idaho State

Thursday
at
at

Montana State
Montana

Friday
at
at

Boise State
Idaho State
Montana
Montana State

Saturday
at
at
at
at

almost every shot they put up.
Sound strategy turns against the
Broncos and the closing minutes
become a nightmare of ragged
officiating and frantically inconsistent play. BSU gets ahead
but just can't find the killer
instinct to put their opponents
away.
Luck, however, runs both
ways and if luck is the only thing
standing in the Bronco's way,
events can still take a drastic

tum.

Montana's Johnson may
cause Grizzlies to forfeit
by Lenny. Bertling

road trip

fourth after losing. to Paul
Fehlberg of BYU at 126; and,
Steve Needs who finished third
at 190 after being beaten - by
Dave Hill of Western State 6-2.
.,
The Broncos return home
after almost a month on the road
to host Washington
State
Wednesday,
Portland
State
Thursday, and BYU on Saturday. 'The matches all start at
7:30 pm in the Bronco Gym.

Saturday night 'Boise State
travels te play Northern Arizona. A loss to NAU would
probably be the final nail in the
coffin for the Broncos. A win
would keep alive their slim
chances, as the Axers seem to
be headed for the conference
playoff's number four berth,
behind Idaho State, Weber and
Montana.
In last Saturday's 88-84 loss
to Northern, Boise State showed
that they're a match for the
Lumberjacks.
BSU had a six
point lead with just over seven
minutes to play in the game
until the breaks turned against
them.
The key to the next
meeting will be Mark Gosswil-

ler, the Lumberjack's 6-Tjunior
forward who ripped the Boise
defense for 32 points ... Another
such performance could devastate the Broncos. But paying
too much attention to Gosswiller
could result in a blitz by Dave
Henson, the other forward who
'had 18 points against BSU, or
the Tsingine brothers, Willard
and Raymond, who claimed 24
points between them Saturday.
Thursday night's contest against Weber State may surprise some Big Sky watchers if
the Broncos hold true to past
form. BSU has beaten Weber in
Ogden three straight times in
the last two years. WSC didn't
look particularly impressive this
weekend and if the Broncos
catch them with their offense
sputtering, it' may spell upset.
A split this weekend wouldn't
do a lot of good, but it would
keep BSU's slim hopes barely
intact.
A sweep might give
Boise State the inspiration and
momentum to win their last six
games. That ,WOUldleave the
Broncos 9-5 in conference and
almost a sure bet to make the
league tournament in March.
It's a big if, but it's about all the
Broncos have left to play for.

discover the
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Weber's Mark Mattos (14) tries to work the ball In, but Steve Connor (10) makes the task dlfOcult as BSU's defense tightens up.

BSU vs. WEBER
Photos by Tom McKercher

Trent Johnson (24) drives against his opponent Mark Mattos (14) to set up a scoring play.

Pat Hoke, former BSU basketball center, watcbes from tbe crowd
as former teammates battle Weber State.
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BSU drops pair
by Freddie Vincent
Weber State 66, Boise State 57.
Everyone iswondering: What
has happened to the Broncos?
Last year they were the Big Sky
Champions and this year they
have been
outplayed
and
outscored by four of five BSAC
opponents.
The Broncos are in a critical
situation because they will have
to beat NAU and Weber State
. on the road in order to earn a
playoff spot.
Weber State handed BSUa
66-57 loss on Friday night and
NAU beat the Broncos 88-84 last
Saturday evening.
This brings BSU's season
record to 6-12 and 1-5 in
conference standings.
The
, Wildcats beat the Broncos with
the aid of Stan Mayhew and Jim
Ericksen to keep a 5-0 record in
the Big Sky and a first place tie
with ISU. (Idaho State beat
Weber 85-71 Saturday night to
take over undisputed leadership
in the BSAC.)

In the first half, there was
little scoring by either team.
The Wildcats entered the
second half trailing 28"26. . It
didn't take long forthe Weber
State team to recapture the lead
and' force the Broncos to play
catch-up ball most of the second
half. The Broncos stayed within
reach, however, and with 5:58
remaining, took a 49-48 lead on
Trent Johnson's fourteen-foot
jumper.
But Mayhew and
Ericksen responded.
Mayhew
scored five points in the next
ninety-six seconds, and the
Wildcats were ahead to stay
with 4:22 remaining in the
game. Continuing to battle the
Weber four-comer offense with
a trap-zone defense, the Broncos never caught up. Mayhew
scored three straight field goals
and added a free throw with
1:06 left to seal the coffin for
,Boise.
For the game,
Mayhew
[cont. on page 18]

~
showing.

wIdl game 1IdIon, Coaeh
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Photos by ,Marty Most &
Tom McKercher
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David Henson (40) falls short on his block attempt of Kevln Goetz's (52) Jump shot.
Goetz scored 25 points in the NAU game.

.

Trent Johnson (24) shoots over NAU's
concentrate on the ball's IDght.
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Tucker: Broncos to lose twice
played .since January 22, but
this week the Rebels take an
eastern road trip to play Bradley
(6-11), Dlinois State (13-5) and
Rutgers. Coach Jerry Tarkanian's charges should sweep
these three contests to improve
their record to 19-1 on the year.

by Benjamin Tucker
The "Bernie and Ernie" show
returned to the Associated Press
Division I poll last week as the
University of San Francisco
Dons continued to cling to their
number one position.
Tennessee, on the strength of
forwards Bernie King and Ernie
.Grunfeld , have taken
the
undisputed lead in the Southeastern Conference race for the
championship, having knocked
off highly rated Kentucky and
Alabama. In Sunday January 30
action, the Volunteers lost to
UCLA by the score of 103-89 at
the Omni in Atlanta.
The January 2S Division I poll
from AP shows USF leading
with a 21-0 record (to date),
followed by Michigan (15-2),
Alabama (15-2), North Carolina '
(13-4), UNLV (16-1), Kentucky
(14-2), Tennessee (15-3), UCLA
(16-2), Marquette (14-2), and
Wake Forest (16-2).
In the Big Sky race, Idaho
State leads with a 6-0 record
(14-2 overall), followed by WSC
(5-1,13-5), Montana (5-1,13-4),
Northern
Arizona
(2~4,9-8),
Montana State (2-4,7-10), Gonzaga (2-4,6-12), Boise State
(1-5,6-12), and Idaho (1-5,3-14).
The top match-up of games
for the week January 31-February 6 will take place in
Cincinnati . (provided there is
enough natural gas in' lower
Ohio) where the ninth-ranked
Marquette Warriors will take on
the twelfth-ranked Bearcats.
Cincinnati, who has stumbled in
recent games, should return to .
top form in this nationally
televised contest.
The Warriors, wh~ have had an easy
schedule lately, always seem to
choke in televised match-ups,
,and
this scribe forsees a
Cincinnati upset.
Nevada-Las Vegas has not

'This week
National gaines

Boise State fans may well
wonder what situation the
Broncos will be in at the end of
the season. While the road trip
this weekend to play Weber and
NAU will probably be very
disappointing for BSU, the six
games following look, at this
point, -like easy-going.
~ith
that in mind, here is a predicted
final BSAC standings:

The Pac-S battle for leadership will take place in Los
Angeles this weekend, as the
Washington schools take on
UCLA on successive nights.
The Bruins should emerge with
two victories and take a solid
lead in the race with a 6-1 mark
(18.2 overall) while the Cougars
will drop to 5-2 and 16-4 and the
Huskies decline to 4-3, 13-7
overall.

Weber State
Idaho State
Montana
Boise State
No. Arizona
Gonzaga
Montana State
Idaho

The Big Sky race should settle
down after this weekend, as
after the Febrm~ry 5 ISU-Weber
battle, both the Bengals and
Wildcats should go undefeated.
This makes the shootout
in
Ogden the determinant of the
site for the BSAC playoff
tourney. This scribe feelss the

13-1
13-1
8-6
6-8
6-8
5-9
3-11
2-12

'January 31 '
Vanderbil~ at Alabama (+6)
Kentucky (+ 7) at Mississippi
State' ,
February 1
UNLV (+16) at Bradley
February 2 '
Wake Forest (+ 7) at Duke
February 3
Indiana at Michigan (+ 8)
UNLV (+10) at lllinois State
Washington at UCLA (+ 5)

21-5
21-3
16-10
11-15
14-12
9-17
8-17
4-22

February 4
St: Mary's at USF (+12)
Georgia Tech v. North Carolina
(+10) at Charlotte, N.C.
February S
UN-Reno at USF (+8)
O,hio State at Michigan (+ 10)

Last week's record was 16-6
(.727 percentage) to bring the

by Julie Howard
>,

:~~¥
••
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'leather coats
in most. st.yles

[cont. from page 17]
. the Bronco scorers with 12
points, while Kevin Goetz and
Steve Barrett added 11 each,
The Broncos fought hard
against the Wildcats, but once
again, they fell short.
:No. Arizona 88, Boise State 84.

*****************
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Pancho Vi/la's
TeqUila Party

~
:

~

Every Monday8pm-12pm

'~

-.c

All Shots of
PANCHO VILLA
TEQUILA'

~

.r

~
iC

~

it
~'

50C *'~*

Drawings for T-Shirts,
Sombreros, Belt Buckles

906 main st.

**
~

~ E~joy pinball, foos & pool.
~
~ Dance to the best disco music in
iCBoise
iC

'*

the stote fot men

~UNCLE SAM'S DISC~
iC
iC
iC

February 6
Marquette at Cincinnati (+ 3)
UPSET SPECIAL
Big Sky games
February 3
Boise State at Weber State
. (+12)
Idaho State (+3) at NAU
February 4
Montana at Gonzaga (+4)
Montana State (+6) at Idaho
FebruaryS
Boise State at NAU'(+5)
Montana State at Gonzaga (+8)
Montana (+4) at Idaho
Idaho State at Weber State (+5)

Boise State swept all four
areas of competition as Jerrie
Sievers continued to dominate
the uneven parallel bars, taking
first place for the third time this
season with a consistent score of
8.4. Judy Wilkins placed first in
the balance beam and floor
exercise competition and Gail,
Harris took first on the vault.
The BSU gumnasts will be
for their third road
victory this weekend as they
travel to Oregon to face Portland '
,State
on Friday and' Oregon
'State on Saturday
'looking

e ,

(Broncos drop pair ... ]"

Intramural Women's basketball sign-up has been extended
into this week because of the
lack of teams. Turn in complete
rosters for your team at the
Intramural office in room 203 of
the GYM.
SIGN UP NOW!

S LE
oHon.

The Boise State gymnastics
team
captured
their
third
straight victory Saturday as they
downed Montana State 114-97
while Caspar Junior College
took third with 49 points during
a triangular meet in Bozeman.
BSU's Gail Harris
took
all-around honors for the thi~d
time this season with 28 points
to 'lead the Broncos to their
weekend v.t£t:ory. Nancy Wilkins placed ~cond with 27 and
Judy Wilkins earned 26 points
to grab third place all-around.

SI.GN UP!

¥.¥¥.if¥¥lf¥¥¥¥-¥.¥¥

20%-50%

by Julie Howard

In Saturday'S clash against
.Seattle-Pacltic. the BSU team,
led by Elaine Clegg with 20
points, held their opponents to
only 1 point during the first five
minutes of the game.
The
Broncos led at half 37-23, before
defeating Seattle 73-52. JoAnn
Burrell added 18 points for BSU,
reaching for 14 rebounds and
Kim Erekson chipped in 17
points.
The Broncos will host Utah
State Friday, February.4 at 8 pm
in the Bronco gym and will play
a special game against the
Seattle AAU Lumbermen on
Saturday at 9 pm In the
fieldhouse.

*'

Alabama (+6) at LSU
Vanderbilt at Kentucky (+6)
Tennessee (+9) at Auburn
Washington State at UCLA
(+4)
Wake Forest (+6) at yirginia
Furman v, North Carolina (+ 7)
at Charlotte, N.C.
UNLV (+ 12) v. Rutgers at
Philadelphia
.

Gymnasts score'
third straight win

BSU women trounce
Northwest opponents

The' Boise, State women's
. basketball team added two more
victories to their record this
weekend' as they defeated
Western Washington 62-30 on
Friday and Seattle-Pacific 73-52
Saturday. q'he Bronco's 'are now
7-3 for the season.
Elaine Elliott hit for 25 points
against Western Washington
Friday to leadthe Bronco squad
in scoring ~8 of 57 shots for 49
percent from the floor. JoAnn
Burrell and Kendra Falen added
eight points apiece, while Nancy
Phillips led BSU in rebounds
11.
¥.~.¥¥¥¥••¥' with"Our
defense made the
BOWL MONTE CARLO
~
difference," said Boise State
Saturdays 7:00 p.m,
'*,.
coach Connie Thorngren, "aWin$$$
long with our shooting percent~ 20th Century Bowling Lanes ~
ages and well-organized block,..
4712 West State
.,?to
ing. "

*
*'

seasonal mark to 32-11, for a
.744 slate.

Wildcats, will claim the game,
the regular season Big Sky
crown, and the host's role for
the tournament with a convincing win over the Bengals-

l

712 N.' ORCHARD

(formerly the Turtle)

*****************

*
*

**
*

This loss probably hurt the
Broncos more than the other
defeats they have suffered this
season. Boise led the......
b~be.r. jacks 70-M'with 7:43 rema~ng
in the game, then lost their
momentum.
An occurence
familiar to the Broncos all
season long.
Boise State went into a
four-corner offense when they
, took the six point lead, trying to
draw fouls. The Broncos had
not utilized the four-corner>
offense so early in a game all
year. The results of the strategy
were turnovers-and because of
the turnovers- fouls.
The
Lumberjacks, who looked down
and out after 'BSU had jumped
to the six point lead,regrouped
and took advantage of the

mistakes to take charge of the
. contest.
Willard Tsingine hit two
straight jumpers and the Lumberjacks led the rest of the way.
Mark Gosswiller ~~_n!~ued to
add points in the s:~
half for
NAtJ. The 6 foot 7 inch forward
hit twelve of eighteen field goals
on the night and added 8 of 13
fr~m the line for 32 points. He
added 9 rebounds- which led the
Lumberjack effort.
Kevin Goetz, playing his best
game of the year, scored 2S
points before fouling out of the
contest. Goetz was outstanding ........
on, the boards- grabbing off 8.
Steve Connor rebounded in the
second half to contribute, 10
points, to end the night with 14.
Dan Jones picked-up the slack
after Goetz fouled out and
finished with 16, as Trent
Johnson and John Mayfield
added 9 a piece. The Broncos
lost the game on turnovers and
fouls- something which has
plagued them all season.
For the rest of the Boise season,
the situation is, to put it bluntly,
"do or die."
.
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Mustang,

"Goose Down"
Vest

Mont Tremblant
Children's Ski Suits
MadeTo seR3

Reg. 33.50

For 60.00

A95

. Dovrs "360" Ski Rack
\,

Reg.24.95

,.

1

8

.

Will hold 6 pair of skis

Nylon with front Be back yoke.
Snap pockets and collars.

X/L Ski Rental

Garmont Mens & ladies
Freestyle Ski Boots

o
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d
5

3
e
e

Reg. 100.00

4888

it

5

Plastic shell with Ao-liner.
I

.e

piece ski suits in assorted sizes Be colors.
. 1~ i¥on. with wann dacron fiberAll.
'110

per day
weekend rates available
Unbreakable and I~htwe~ht goggles with
optical" correct lenses. Special· lens color
increases visibility onflat-I~ht days.

.Rossi Carmou A-RR Skis
• P'II1S0 3 Pin Binding
·X/LBoot
.Doure Aluminum Pole

.
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. In Boise
Comer of /FaiMew & Curtis
In Nampa
1031 Nampa-Caldwell_ Blvd.
I
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Open Weekdays 9:30 to 9
. Sundays 11-6

WIN$100 worth of prizes
$90 gift certificate from
Your Campus Store &
$1 0 credit form
Outdoor Activities

NATIONAL ARMBITER COVER CONTEST
Full-time or part-time 'students are ellqlble,
1. SIZE: design to fit 7112 inches by 9112 inches,
. vertical with border entire size must be 8 inches
by 10 inches.
2. COLOR:
full color (any media such
illustration, photo, paint, etc.) border must be
any color other than black or white.
3. LETTERING: must say THE NATIONAL
ARMBITER in Profile style (Chartpak brand)
this must be placed at the top of the design.
April 1, 1977 - must also be included.
Vol. u, Issue 2
4. THEME:· relating to campus; bUildings,
people, etc;
Armbiter - like character must be somewhere on
" the cover.
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Tum in to the Arbiter, 2nd floor SUB
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